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Course Syllabus

Introduction to NeuroDevelopment 101
Course Requirements for CEU or
Advancement in ND Training
(A link to Study Guides and Exams are emailed to you when you enroll.)

1. Candidate must be fluent in English.
2. Go to www.littlegiantsteps.com. On the bottom menu click on the “Help for Labels” tab.
Explore information on this page. Click on “Articles” at the bottom. Choose three article
bundles to download for free and read to learn more about neurodevelopment.
3. Download and review contents of the 101 Course Bundle you received when you enrolled.
Please find two study guides and a links to the two exams. You will have 100 days from your
date of payment for enrollment to complete your exams.
4. A media kit is shipped to you. When your 101 Media Kit arrives, review the contents which
includes a binder with pages of information for Course 101, 1 book, 1 booklet, 2 DVDs, and1
handout on “The NeuroDevelopmental Approach to Development” by Linda Kane.
5. Read a “Letter of Welcome” by Jan Bedell, Ph.D., president of Little Giant Steps.
6. Read the book The Brain: Fact, Function, Fantasy by Susan Scott and complete the study
guide.
7. Plan to take each exam in a single time block. You cannot save and come back to it later.
Type your answers directly into the test fields. Follow one link to the exam for The Brain:
Fact, Function, Fantasy.
8. Watch “The NeuroDevelopmental Approach” DVD by Jan Bedell, Ph.D. and complete the
study guide.
9. Plan ahead to complete this next exam in one sitting. Follow your link to the exam on “The
NeuroDevelopmental Approach”.
10. Mentor will grade submitted tests and return with corrections to assist your learning.
11. NOTE: Tests will be scored. A passing grade must be at least a 70%.
You will be allowed to re-test after paying a re-test fee of $50.00.
12. CONGRATULATIONS! You have completed the Introduction to the Introduction to
NeuroDevelopment 101 Course. A certificate of completion will be sent to you with the eight
hours earned for Continuing Ed Credits pending review of your submitted tests with passing
scores of at least a 70%.

√

neurodevelopmental innovations
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Professional Education Training
Q: I am looking for a program that provides continuing education credits plus additional

marketable skills in my job. Can your training do this?

A: All of our educational courses were designed with you in mind. We start with two

courses called “Introductory 101” and “102” which will provide a total of thirteen credit
hours. These courses are self-paced and available online and through media packs.
These address the theory, philosophy, and beginning practices and skills associated with
being trained as one or all of the following:
•
•
•

NeuroDevelopmental Screener
NeuroEducational Consultant
NeuroDevelopmentalist

The skills you will gain may be incorporated into most fields servicing the educational
needs of children to adults. We have people from educational, medical and social service
backgrounds who find these courses helpful. Tutors and tutoring services have found
our training and products valuable.

Q: I want to develop my own business and become my own boss. How can you help
me achieve that goal?

A: LGS has been fortunate in that we have developed special tools for learning that can

be applied to many circumstances. Our vision is to create learning products which
improve overall functional abilities for absolutely everyone. They equip people such as
yourself with the ability to take the products, and apply the principals and activities in
your home, business, day-care facilities, community programs, nursery schools, nursing
homes, churches, schools or wherever your creativity can service mankind. For
instance, “Developmental Foundations” is an example of a product that you can use to
help you teach others as a specialist – much like a teacher uses a curriculum and is paid
for teaching it.

Q: How do I get started?
A: Read through the course information pages:
•

Course Information

•
•
•
•
•

Courses and Fees
Enrollment 101
Example Course 101 Syllabus
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)
Flow Chart

Two options are given to begin your journey.
1. You may choose to order the media kit for the Introduction to
NeuroDevelopment 101 course for $75.00 plus shipping and review all materials. After
reviewing the materials you may choose to enroll in the course and pay an additional
$175.00 for the course enrollment fee. At this time, you will be enrolled in the
NeuroDevelopment 101 course and two open-book tests will be sent to you. You will
then have 100 days to complete the two open-book tests and return it for credit.
2. The second option is to pay for the complete media kit and course enrollment
fee of $250 plus shipping and tax (if you are a Texas resident). You will be sent all
course materials and tests. The tests must be returned within 100 days of purchase for
course credit to be issued.
If you are interested in enrolling in the first course, make your selection, complete an
enrollment form and email to office@littlegiantsteps.com.
You will receive an invoice via email with a secure link to pay for your course. Course
materials will be shipped within 7 days of receiving payment.
You will receive a binder with pages explaining the course, one book and other audiovisual resources. An Admission Checklist for the Introduction to NeuroDevelopment
Course 101 (one of the pages in the binder) offers a step-by-step process to prepare
you for the course and to guide you through it.
Once you enroll in the Introduction to NeuroDevelopment Course 101, the LGS office
office@littlegiantsteps.com must receive the following documents:
•
•
•

Agreement of Participation in Introduction to NeuroDevelopment Course
Indemnity and Release Form
Admission Checklist (described above)

Then, you will receive a letter of acceptance by email with attachments of two openbook tests. You will have 100 days from your date of acceptance into Course 101 to
complete the course and submit the tests to LGS correctly. Instructions for taking and
submitting them is found in the curriculum binder.

Q: I already received the media kit of course materials. Now what? And when does the

time requirement start?

A: After reviewing the materials you may choose to enroll in the course and pay an

additional $175.00 for the course enrollment fee. If you want to enroll in the
Introduction to NeuroDevelopment Course 101 and get continuing education credit
and/or if you want to gain certifiable skills, three enrollment documents (located in the
media kit binder) must be completed and emailed to our office.

•
•
•

Agreement of Participation in Introduction to NeuroDevelopment Course
Indemnity and Release Form
Admission Checklist

Your Introductory101 course starts when you are accepted and your exams are emailed
to you. You are allowed a maximum of 100 days to complete each course. To receive
credit for the course, all assignments must be received by proed@littlegiantsteps within
100 days from the date of your acceptance into the Introduction to NeuroDevelopment
Course 101.

Q: Once I get started, what then? I have to plan ahead.
A: After completing the two introductory courses the full line-up of course work options
is available for you to choose from. See the document, “Courses and Fees” to help you
plan for your future.

Q: If I purchase a media kit and discover that I already own a book, can I return it and
get a refund?

A: A media kit accompanies each course and includes one book and audio-visual

materials. A refund is not available for you if you already own some of the pieces in the
media kit. A second copy of any LGS product would make a great gift for new parents.
May we suggest donating your additional copy to your school, church or community
library? Or could it make an enlightening gift to a family in need?

Q: Also on the web training, does the office need to set up the password for me to

have access?

A: Web training is a part of some courses but not for the first one, Introduction to

NeuroDevelopment 101. The office will give you access to online instruction with a
password once you are enrolled in the Introduction to NeuroDevelopment Course 102.

Q: What exactly must I do to become a NeuroDevelopmental Screener? How long does
it take to get this certification?

A: Many schools, tutoring services and other professionals see the benefit of

encouraging staff members to enroll in the LGS NeuroDevelopmental Screener Courses
103, 104 and 105. Trained on-site screeners can offer a valuable service for educational
institutions and businesses by creating a cutting-edge advantage for academic success,
employee performance, and profits.
Here is a step-by-step process and time line for NeuroDevelopmental Screener
Certification:
•

Read “Course Information Pages” to get started.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete an Enrollment Form and pay an enrollment fee to receive a media kit of
materials you will need for the first course.
Included in the media kit are three enrollment documents to complete and turn in.
Once accepted for enrollment, exams will be emailed to you.
Within 100 days of enrollment turn in open-book tests. Eight continuing education
credits and a certificate of completion are awarded for candidates who pass.
Enroll in the second course, Introduction to NeuroDevelopment 102 (which follows
immediately after Introduction to NeuroDevelopment 101), for a maximum of 100
days.
With a passing grade of 70% or more, five CE credits are awarded with a
certificate of completion.
Enroll in the NeuroDevelopmental Screener Courses 103,104 and 105.
Developmental Foundations is a four-month practicum that accompanies these
courses.
The three screener courses can be completed in four months but 100 days is
allowed for each of the three courses for a total of nine months, an excellent time
frame for a teacher implementing Developmental Foundations in a classroom or
afterschool program.

Q: If I choose a career path, what certifications are available and what is the time
commitment?

A: The following certifications in the field of neurodevelopment through Steps of Hope,

our sister organization, are available:
•

•
•

SOH Associate Certified NeuroDevelopmental Screener is a technician who is
empowered to generate income with a private screening service and selling
programs like Developmental Foundations. The three screener courses are a fourmonth course load. (prerequisites 101 and 102)
SOH Master Certified NeuroDevelopmental Screener is also a technician who
may generate income by offering a private screening service, giving seminars and
selling programs. (prerequisites 101-111)
SOH Associate Certified NeuroEducational Consultant includes a practicum
involving one year of personal program and working with a child on an LGS or DF
program for a year. (Four-month screener practicum can be included in the same
year.) Skills courses can be taken concurrently. Additional practicum includes
twenty-five observations of evaluations by NeuroDevelopmentalists and eight
modules of assessment training. Application for Associate Certification may be
accepted after the prerequisite courses are completed. Building blocks for
Associate level of NeuroEducational Consultant certification include:
o Intro courses 101 and 102
o Screener courses 103, 104, and 105
o All skills courses (106-111)
o 201 and 202 observation and application courses
o 203 and 303 Associate Certification Internship courses (Require participants
to do 95+ observations of evaluations and practice assessments with 25
individuals. Suggested time frame for courses 203 and 303 is one year.)

•

•

•

o Upon completion of internship and acceptance of application, the associate
will immediately begin to evaluate Little Giant Steps clients with a mentor
writing program.
SOH Professional and Master Certified NeuroEducational Consultants Administer 300+ Level I evaluations, work for Little Giant Steps and learn program
writing which takes approximately three years. (After 300+ evaluations, you are
welcome to begin your own business.) Courses 204, 205, 304 and 305 include
observations, evaluations, teaching program activities and attending a three-day
program design conference.
SOH Associate Certified NeuroDevelopmentalist -100+ observations of Level
II evaluations and program writing for special needs is a part of this practicum
course and involves about three years, but can be accomplished concurrently with
the Professional Certification.
SOH Professional and Master NeuroDevelopmentalists continue to see
clients, write programs and learn about more involved labels.

Q: How would a person become a Certified NeuroEducational Consultant?
A: Our training program is based on building blocks of competencies. Each level of

training prepares you for the next. It is entirely up to you to choose to pursue a career
track. You will apply for each phase of training which is self-paced with certain criteria
and some time limits that apply. Higher training levels require greater commitment as
you follow the path of a certified professional. A college undergraduate degree is
recommended if you are considering a professional designation.

Q: I have some questions about the certification track. When do the certification

trainings take place - weekdays, evenings, or weekends? What should I expect as an
out-of-state candidate?

A: All Tier 1 LGS NeuroDevelopmental Screener Courses 101-111 will take

approximately one year and are distance learning and self-paced.
• The Introduction to NeuroDevelopment Courses 101 & 102 (two months)
• The trio of NeuroDevelopmental Screener Courses 103, 104, and 105 (four
months)
• All six skills courses (106-111 six months)

Your year of personal program in the 201 Practicum Course (concurrently accomplished
with skills courses) will give you an opportunity to experience neurodevelopmental
benefits first hand. As you work with a child/client in a program you will get to watch
improvements and learn about what parents experience through the process. The year
of personal program will be a crucial time to improve your own brain organization and
memory while searching to see if a career in neurodevelopment is for you. A year will
give us time to become acquainted with each other and to walk together with you
through a journey of exploring a new career. The initial evaluation will involve a trip to
Dallas. Two to three re-evaluations (one every four months) can be live or video
evaluations with Zoom Web Conferencing and phone consultations.

The Application to Associate Certification 202 course may involve some travel as you
observe 25 evaluations by ICAN certified Master Level practitioners. Skills courses can
be taken concurrently with 201 and 202 but must be completed before starting 203. By
the end of a year on program (201) and observing 25 evaluations (202) you will know
for sure if God is leading you into further certifications in the field of neurodevelopment
or in another direction for your career choice.
Once you are approved to enter the Associate Certification 203 Internship Course, there
are eight modules, some requiring three to five days in McKinney, Texas. In addition,
the final step is a certification conference located at the Steps of Hope Training Center in
McKinney, Texas in November. A total of six trips would be necessary in this phase of
the training.
A key component to NeuroEducational Consultant Training is mentoring; hence, you will
need to plan to spend three to four days for observations each time you come. We see
clients on weekdays at the Steps of Hope Training Center in McKinney, Texas. You are
welcome to stay at the Steps of Hope Training Center to save money on motel costs.
Several restaurants and grocery stores are within a couple of miles of the training
center. The dates (one week each month) will be posted on the LGS website calendar.

Q: I am interested in certification but since I am out-of-state, how would I go

about finding a child to work with? If the parents have never heard of
neurodevelopment, how would I introduce this approach and get permission to work
with their child?

A: Very often, families are very willing to pay a tutor to work with their children a few

times each week. The LGS office can mail you 20 free “Hero” DVDs and brochures to
distribute to people you know at church, school, etc. This would be a great way to share
what you do. Maybe someone you know would be willing to have a personal evaluation
or purchase a Developmental Foundations program:
An INP (Individual Neurodevelopmental Program) is the most effective way of knowing exactly
what the child needs and creating a program to meet those needs—Cost is $775 for an initial
evaluation and $180 monthly payments to cover cost for re-evaluations every four months after
that. A full program for someone without severe learning issues usually takes about two years to
build the new neuro-networks and bring in optimum brain function. Reading and math scores
often increase a year in each four-month period!
• For the first fifteen years of her practice, Dr. Jan Bedell saw amazing results with her clients using
the NeuroDevelopmental Approach. She created Developmental Foundations as a basic
foundational program to share with the public for half the price of an individualized evaluation.
The training for the program activities is online and viewable for a month. (You can determine the
start date.) Cost is $324 for a four-month program that can continue to be done for 6 – 12
months with fantastic neural and academic benefit for the whole family.
• The child’s family will need to pay or someone else will need to fund their program. There is
always a price tag attached to special services.
• We do have a non-profit corporation set up to help. Steps of Hope, as a 501 c3, can receive taxdeductible donations to help scholarship a child on program. 90% goes directly to the scholarship,
5% to administration and accounting and 5% to general funds such as the lending library and the
myriad of other neurodevelopmental projects.
•

Q: Is the neurodevelopment training program certified by any particular outside entity?

A: The International Christian Association of Neurodevelopmentalists (ICAN) is a
certifying entity for practitioners in the field of neurodevelopment. Little Giant Steps’
training programs strive to meet and exceed all ICAN training requirements.
Q: I recently inquired on the accreditation of the course mentioned above from CHEA
and USDE. According to them, ICAN is not a recognized accreditation body. I am a
foreigner and I do not know much about accreditation of institutions in the United
States. Could you please clarify on the accreditation because I am really interested in
enrolling in the courses.
A. ICAN (International Christian Association of NeuroDevelopmentalists) is a faith-based
association. At the time it was established, over 20 years ago, it was not deemed
necessary to be associated with or accredited by universities or governmental entities.
The original accrediting body was the (IAHP) Institutes of Achievement of Human
Potential (https://www.iahp.org/) started in 1955 by Glenn Doman in Philadelphia. They
trained and gave oversight to those seeking to become neurodevelopmentalists. It was
this body that accredited and certified the neurodevelopmentalists (NDs) upon
completion of their rigorous course of hands-on training over a period of several (3-5)
years. Following completion, they were encouraged to start their own practices and help
children, teens and adults with learning disabilities, brain trauma, or diagnosed
neurodevelopmental labels.
In 1998 a group of faith-based NDs decided they would create ICAN. Since each
member was already certified, they followed the requirement to be re-certified each year
and they didn’t seek outside accreditation. Early on, ICAN created their own certification
program, which was as rigorous as the IAHP. Today those founding-member NDs still
train professionals and individuals in the NeuroDevelopmental Approach treatment
modality, which is based in education-and not a medical model.
This gives you the history of why you do not see ICAN in the accrediting entities in the
United States. For this and other reasons Little Giant Steps (May 1016) disengaged
from ICAN and began the process of working with Steps of Hope (SOH), a non-profit
sister-agency to LGS. Steps of Hope created a professional oversight certification
program (November 2016) and is beginning to work with universities. You can decide
for yourself if you are comfortable with this transition which will take some time to
complete.

Q: What do the SOH certification standards look like?
A: Starting in 2017 SOH certified screeners, consultants and NeuroDevelopmentalists

all over the world will be listed at www.StepsOfHope.com. Standards will be explained
there. Little Giant Steps will provide the course work to help a candidate advance
through requirements for certification. Here is a chart of information to get you started
understanding the certification structure.

Steps of Hope Certification ~ Industry Standard

Evaluate candidates for NeuroDevelopment Approach certification based on standards, quality and integrity.
Candidates will come from Little Giant Steps training, HAAF NeuroDevelopment and independent
organizations or independent professionals.

Steps of Hope Certification Tiers
I. Tier 1 – Screeners ~ Tutors
II. Tier 2 - Typically developing children ~ Prevention of Learning Challenges ~ Developing Leaders
III. Tier 3 – Struggling Learners ~ Learning disabilities ~ Adults
IV. Tier 4 - Syndromes ~ Autism ~ Bipolar
V. Tier 5 - Brain Injuries ~ Drowning/Revived ~ Seizures.
VI. Tier 6 - Hearing Impaired ~ Blind ~ Coma
Here is a Steps of Hope sample grid to help you understand the tier structure at a
glance:
Tiers
1

Areas of Specialization

Associate

Professional

Master

Professional

Master

Professional

Master

NeuroDevelopmental Screener
NeuroEducational Consultant
Associate

2
3

Typically Developing Children
Prevention of Challenges
Developing Leaders
The Struggling Learner
Learning Challenges and Disabilities
Adults
NeuroDevelopmentalist
Associate

4
5
6

Bipolar
Genetic Syndromes
Autism Spectrum Disorders
Brain Injuries – Cerebral Palsy
Drowning Victims - Revived
Seizure Disorders
Hearing Impaired
Visually Impaired
Coma

Q: Who developed the program by which individuals may be certified?
A: The Founder and President of Little Giant Steps is Jan Bedell, Ph.D., M.ND,

Certified Teacher and Certified Master Neurodevelopmentalist. She is known as the
Brain Coach by the home school community and public and private schools for her
educational products and consulting services. Her story of how a desperate mom

became a life-changing professional can be read at
http://www.littlegiantsteps.com/keypersonnel.php
Dr. Jan has a passion to help children, teens and adults who struggle with learning
inefficiencies. Her successful career as teacher and neuro-educational specialist span
more than two decades. For many years Jan Bedell offered individual evaluations and
created curriculum and teaching helps for families. Today her products are implemented
in classrooms throughout the USA and in mission organizations around the world.
Ruth Young, the current Academic Dean of LGS Professional Education Training, worked
in close collaboration with Dr. Jan Bedell in 2007 to develop a distance learning school, a
program by which individuals may be certified. Over the years more than a hundred
have benefited from taking classes and earned continuing education credits. A first class
of five interns trained to do evaluations and applied for associate certification in 2008.
Several have attained a screening certification and now work with families in their home
towns and on the mission field. Today, parents and professionals are invited to learn
more about The LGS NeuroDevelopmental Approach through the Little Giant Steps
Professional Education Training.

Q: I just heard Jan Bedell speak and I was wondering where she received her
neurodevelopmental training?

A: Jan Bedell, PhD, M.Ed., M.ND has been a Master Neurodevelopmentalist for over two
decades. Here are a few details from her resume’:
Education

Magister University, Greenville, South Carolina
PhD in Education
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX
M.Ed. – Special Education
Dissertation: “Dyslexia – A Neurodevelopmental Approach”
Honors: Maintained 4.0, Phi Kappa Phi, Golden Key Award
ICAN (International Christian Association of Neurodevelopmentalists) Dallas, TX
Certified Master Level Neurodevelopmentalist, Yearly re-certification training conferences
National Association of Child Development (NACD) Dallas, TX
Certified Neurodevelopmentalist
Certification granted following completion of course work, 2 years supervised residency by
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX B.S. Education
Child Development and Home Economics
Special Endorsements: Kindergarten
Certification: Special Education

Professional Training and Consulting

2010-2014
2005-2008

1998-2014
1993-1996
NACD
1971-1975

LGS Professional Training
2007-Present
Training professional teachers in schools has been an on-going endeavor with school’s requests for assistance in
instituting The NeuroDevelopmental Approach as a way to help raise academic performance levels in underachieving school systems.
Training professionals, para-professionals, and individuals to become certified ND screeners, neuro-educational
specialists, and neurodevelopmentalists
Certified CEU (Professional Educator Credit Units) Provider
2003 - Present
State of Texas, Texas Education Agency
Professional Consulting
1996-Present
Provides evaluations, Individualized Programs, Directs curriculum to implement Neurodevelopmental (ND) and
academic programs
Notre Dame
1996-1997
Consultant – Created curriculum to implement neurodevelopmental programs, conducted in-service training and
staff development for special needs student population

NACD
1993-1996
Certified Neurodevelopmentalist – Provided vital evaluations and neurodevelopmental services for children
with special needs as well as training services for their caretakers, collaborated on curriculum and program
development with NACD, met and supported students and parents upon request, and provided educational
seminars
Abraham’s Children Private School
1986-1994
Certified Teacher and Administrator
1993-1997
Provided private tutoring and homeschool services to elementary children, created curriculum and program
development to meet State of Texas educational requirements
Fountain Gate Private School
1988-1989
Teacher – Taught 6th and 7th grades, collaborated on curriculum selection
Huffman Junior High School
1979-1980
Teacher – Taught Jr. High math
Union ISD
1975-1977
Teacher – Kindergarten and Home Economics

Q: Approximately how many individuals are certified in the state of Texas currently?
A: Little Giant Steps NeuroEducational Consultants and Locations in Texas:
•
•
•
•

Faith Haley of A Brilliant Foundation—Houston
Jan Bedell—McKinney, Houston, and Wimberley
Jana Bacon—San Antonio and Victoria
Ruth Young—Wimberley and McKinney

We also work in tandem with Linda Kane, an ICAN Certified Associate at the Master
Level. Her Texas branches include Midland, McKinney and Austin. Her business is called
Hope and a Future, Inc. Linda Kane also travels to Annapolis, MD; Baton Rouge, LA;
Kansas City, KS, Madison, WI; Boston, MA; Nashville, TN; Oahu, HI; Ogden, UT; and
Seattle, WA.
Q: Is there any financial aid or scholarships available for this program? I am looking at
the certified consultant track.
A: We are excited about your goal of becoming a certified NeuroEducational Consultant!
At this point, we are unaware of financial aid or scholarships available for Little Giant
Steps Professional Education Training. The good news is that this is a go-at-your-ownpace distance learning school. This means that we can work with you to reach your goal
of certified consultant as funds come available for you. Once you are a certified
screener, you can set up your own business to screen children, teens and adults for $25$50 a person. Then, you get commissions for LGS programs that families enroll in. One
example is the $75 for each Developmental Foundations that you sell. This will help you
earn as you continue through the rest of the certification levels.

Flow Chart for
Little Giant Steps Professional Education Training
How do I
start?

Enroll in
Introduction to ND
101 & 102

When Can
I Make
Money?

Screening
103, 104, 105

Link to Web
For More
Information

I Want to Be Certified
As a NeuroEducational
Consultant.

Decide
To
Participate

How Do I Train?

10 Courses
CEU Credits
Associate Certification
202, 203, 303
Personal Program
201
Professional Certification
204, 304

6 Courses
for
CE Credits
Little Giant Steps
Certified Screener
Technician

Master Certification
205, 305

Little Giant Steps Professional Education Training Courses
Course

Subject

Step 1

101
102

Introduction to NeuroDevelopment Part A
Course 102, Introduction to NeuroDevelopment Part B

Option 1
103
104

Become a certified screener
Practicum Part A, Developmental Foundations
Practicum Part B, Programs for Improvement

105
Option 2
106

Practicum Part C, Screening Assessment
Additional Skills Courses for CE Credits
Health for Improved Learning
Practicum Chembalance Assessment
Long –Term Memory
Behavior Neuroplasticity: Building New Pathways
ADD/ADHD
Behavior and Autism
Dyslexia
Certification Track (to become a Certified NeuroEducational
Consultant)
Typically Developing Children
Practicum-Personal Program

Step 2

107
108
109
110
111
Option 3
201

202
203
303

Choose Between 3 options

Application Course for Internship
Practicum-Observe 25 Evaluations @ $20 each
Associate Level Certification:7 Assessment Modules for
Interns
Final Associate Certification Course:
Struggling Learner Assessment Module and
3 Day Profile Workshop

*Shipping for all course materials is not included within the course costs.

Cost
$ 250.00*
$ 250.00*
$ 450.00*
$ 400.00 $450.00*
$ 400.00*
$ 250.00*
$ 75.00*
$ 250.00*
$ 250.00*
$ 250.00*
$ 250.00*
$ 250.00*
$ 250.00*
$2215.00*
(Evaluations for 1
year / Supplies not
included)
$250.00*
$500.00 plus travel
$ 1850.00* plus
supplies and travel

Guidelines and Timelines
• Consider making your plans to complete five courses (101, 102, 103, 104, and
205) for NeuroDevelopmental Screening Certification. You have 100 days to
complete each course but there is no minimum time frame for you to complete
any of these. We get regular invitations to do screening events around Texas and
beyond so it would be great for you to be available to help with these!
• After completing 102, plan to begin a personal program with Dr. Jan because this
201 Personal Program Course takes a year or so to complete and can be
accomplished concurrently with other courses.
• If your goal is to do assessments, then passing six skills courses 106-111 is
required. 100 days is a maximum time frame for each course but there is no
minimum. Course 202 is an application experience involving 25 observations that
you can begin to work on upon completion of one year of study in the 201
course.
• When accepted into Course 203 (assessment training) you are considered an
intern. Each of eight modules include:
o Tests on a book and an audio/visual presentation
o Ten observations
Plan to volunteer to help at a homeschool convention or a seminar presented by
a NeuroEducational Consultant. You will practice evaluating for each module
with 25 children/adults. You will be trained in support and read the LGS-PANDA
(Parents Applying the Neuro-Developmental Approach) Facebook Support Group
list consistently. You will attend a five-day formal training in McKinney and do
ten full practice evaluations (some can be the same people as in module
evaluations) including parent consultations. Of these ten, you will turn in two
videos.
The full Step-by-Step document with all the details of guidelines and timelines will be
included in your 102 course binder but the above series of bullets will help you plan as
you begin your journey.

